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Collector’s Edition
ARM Chairman Peter FitzSimons’s [aka ‘Fitzy’]’ SMH/THE AGE colleague, Chip Le Grand, was given something of an ‘Exclusive’
early on in year 2021 as regards the Lobby Group’s supposed ‘New’ model for an Australian Republic and it came out in the
various national Nine Newpapers on Wednesday (yep, mid-week) 10 March under the attention-getting heading: ‘REPUBLICANS
FLAG NEW MODEL IN RENEWED PUSH TO SEVER ROYAL TIES’. But the actual launching of the ‘News’, per se, was not until
Thursday, 13 January, 2022 – 10 months later!
Sure thing...the strictures pertaining to the Covid-19 ‘zombie apocalypse’ would have interrupted the ARM’s plans, but, as would
be verily expected, when the proverbial dam broke the mainly critical responses came thick and fast from across the Aussie
political spectrum. Therefollows a selection of commentary commencing with Fitzy’s ARM predecessor, Malcolm Turnbull [aka
‘The Turnbully’] thus:

Doubling UP, as it were, in the same newspaper – on the same day – Michael Koziol, came out with some complementary
coverage thus:
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As could be expected, the Real Republic Australia organisation based in Brisbane telegraphed that they would be virtually
opposing the ARM model – as clearly outlined in their media release thus
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The indefatigable David Flint, President of the rival status quoist group, Australians for Constitutional Monarchy came
out, of course, with ALL guns blazing thus
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Two former prominent federal politicians’ views were sought both before and after the ARM new model launch... the first of
those being the former Liberal Federal Treasurer, Peter Costello, who in an interview published on New Year’s Day with SMH
journalist, Stephanie Peatling, surmised that “an Australian Republic is dead for at least another generation” predicting that
“not even the end of the reign of Queen Elizabeth 2nd will re-ignite public support for a change to Australia’s constitutional
arrangements” adding on reflection that “people who thought they could afford to be really picky and really choosy [apropos the
model on offer at the 6 November, 1999 first referendum] I think now sit back and say, ‘well that was misguided’”.
The second pollie, former Labor Foreign Affairs Minister, Bob Carr, expressed in a Celebrity Luncheon interview with yet another
SMH journalist, Michael Ruffles, his concerns with what he described the ARM’s new ‘hybrid’ model ’ this way: “I expressed to
Fitzy in a debate on Radio National my reservations about his concept of a nationwide beauty pageant in an era of rampant rightwing populism...I would hate to think we were providing a laboratory for right-wing billionaires and Sky blowhards to strut their
stuff”.
The writer, with more space and time, could quote ‘chapter & verse’ numerous other commentators’ thoughts but the matter
of the ‘Great Blooper’* in the colorful 8-page brochure printed and distributed far & wide by the ARM has NOT been given any
‘coverage’ whatsoever, to date. The Writer cites Page #5* of said brochure which is reproduced below...

On the first line on Page #5 it is so noted: “As a former British colony”. Huh? Australia has never been a colony of Britain/Great
Britain or the United Kingdom of Great Britain. Yes, the Poms established British colonies here in Terra Australis but they [ALL
6] federated under the Commonwealth of Australia constitution on 1 January, 1901, Yes, the British maintained Australia’s
Foreign Policy until the joint signing of the Statute of Westminster in the year 1931 but which wasn’t ratified until 1942 – not
overlooking the relevance of the Second Balfour Declaration announced at the 1926 Imperial Conference of British Dominion
Prime Ministers. However, literally and absolutely, Australia has never been a colony of the British! *Great Blooper, indubitably.
And, most UNfortunate.
In The Writer’s totally honest appraisal, this ginormous mistake – which could truly be estimated as Misinformation with a
Capital ‘M’ – has brought the whole Republican Push in to disrepute. The ever-swooping monarchists could have a ‘Field Day’
pointing out well and truly how misguided Oz Republicans are. It is a scandalous episode if not a scurrilous one!
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Serious Commentary Time – with some humour
attaching albeit cruel ‘copy’ in the circumstances.
In The Writer’s Wattle Day Newsletter #16, he re-published his June 2016 infamous blog under the heading:
‘APPOINTMENT of PETER FITZSIMONS AS ARM CHAIR WAS A MISTAKE’. The Writer holds to the considered,
long-term view that a prominent Australian female should – and for the very first time in ARM history – be
appointed to advance The Cause. Indeed, he nominated two (2!) additional strong suggestions to replace
two (2!) of the original nominees who had died. Five months have now elapsed since the launch of W.D.N.
#16 last September and one (1!) more excellent candidate is now being proffered: that of Meredith Doig.
At the most recent ARM National Committee election of Officers, Doig was recognised for her promotional
talent by her peers and they elected her to the Cabal of ARM Decision-Makers!
From the cartoon on the last page of this tome Fitzy’s (then) image is despicable, to say the least.
Irrespective of it being some 8 years ago, in 2013 in fact, Fitzy revealed in the Background &
Acknowledgements section of his book Ned Kelly: The Story of Australia’s Most Notorious Legend the
following, quote: “My wife, Lisa Wilkinson, had been telling me for years that Ned was the perfect subject
for me – big, boofy bloke with a beard and strange headwear writes about another big. boofy bloke with
a beard and strange headwear”. Give him his due, Fitzy has “re-made” his image somewhat of late. Like,
gone is the beard and gone too is the red bandanna from his head. But. Lawdy, Lawdy, Lawdy Miss Clawdy…
just take stock of the Sum-Total of Ignominy over the approximate 7 years of Fitzy’s stewardship of the
ARM!
With the inevitability of the Sovereign’s death [OR abdication] becoming ever-closer, Australia’s 10th
Monarch will be The Queen’s first son, Chukka (aka Prince Charles, the Prince of Wales). It is timely to ‘do
soundings’ on what, indubitably, will be the ‘New Reality’ when Lilibet is no more. An extraordinarily good
place to start is with the British Spike On-Line Moderator, Brendan O’Neill who, in a 22 February, 2022
Opinion piece headed: ‘A POLITICAL ROYAL: PRINCE CHARLES WOULD BE ”BAD FOR DEMOCRACY”’ as KING’,
let it rip. O’Neill bluntly expounds as follows: “Charles is not afraid about meddling in political discussion;
he’s a very political royal; he is constantly raising the issue of ‘climate change’ alarmism and he kind of
mixes with the Davos Set. So, we’re facing the prospect of something we haven’t had in this country for a
very long time which is a political interventionist monarch – a monarch who would throw his weight around
in certain political arenas and that would be bad for democracy. Inasmuch, he would promote some pretty
political ideas”. O’Neill reminded viewers that Chukka was and is (still) knee-deep in the so-called ‘Cash for
Honours’ scandal in the UK and is purported to be the Patron of a ‘Political Charity’. Watch this Space! Hey!!
Pertinent to the past paragraph is the salient section of Alex Mitchell’s latest book viz. A COUP in
CANBERRA: The Political Assassination of An Australian Prime Minster – in the chapter headed ‘The
Sinking of an Empire’ on page 45 – Mitchell refers to Dr. David Wade’s fairly recent reminder i.e. “No
empire long endues, even if a few anticipate their demise…every kingdom is born to die…the 15th Century
belonged to the Portuguese, the 16th to Spain, the 17th to the Dutch, France dominated the 18th and Britain
the 19th, Bled white and left bankrupt by The Great War, the British maintained a presence of domination as
late as 1935 when the empire reached its greatest geographical extent…by then, of course, the torch had
long passed into the hands of America”. Dr. Wade, a Don of the University of British Columbia, was writing
in 2020 and he strikes The Writer as being an academic historian who ‘knows his oats’.
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2 Sydney Stagers for The Ages
Stager A…the Eastern Suburbs Millionaire Bonapartist and Would-Be FATHER of the Oz Politicians’ Republic,
MALCOLM TURNBULL, in the late 20th Century.

Stager B…the North Shore Millionaire Bombardist and Would-Be KING of the Oz ‘Crowned Republic’, PETER FITZSIMONS, in the
Early 21st Century.

, Courtesy of Tim Blair
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The new ARM model for a proposed second referendum discussion cum debate has not, as yet, attracted much attention let
alone become, once again, a Top 40 issue. But, quite evidently, there has been one significant media broadcaster from the Sky
network, Chris Kenny, who has placed on the public record his “conversion” to republicanism. Notwithstanding, Kenny has
expressed his innate concerns about the so-described ‘hybrid’ model which – in The Writer’s frank assessment – won’t ‘cut it’.
And Fitzy won’t be able to ‘sell it’ either…Press enemies e.g. Daily Telegraph and Quadrant joint columnist, Tim Blair, will attack
and disparage the ARM ‘hybrid’ model until Kingdom Come. As Instanced.
The task in the short-medium term for The RPA – as The Writer views it – will be, IF at all possible, to convince an incoming
Labor Federal Attorney-General in Mark Dreyfus to give #1 Priority to kick-starting the second Republican Referendum
Campaign before attempting a First Nations Constitutional Recognition Referendum Initiative. The Writer will, accordingly, seek
authoritative ‘instructions’ from the assembled Delegates at the 28 May 34th Annual RPA Convention set down for the Capital
City of the Blue Mountains, Katoomba, and, proverbially, ‘take it from there’.

Yours Patriotically, PETER CONSANDINE [aka The Writer]

C.E.O. of The RPA, Sydney

